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Pop,R&B,Rap,Sense of Adventure,Romantic and Soul- ful...excellent music and lyrics. 12 MP3 Songs

URBAN/R&B: R&B Pop Crossover, POP: Today's Top 40 Details: I once played music at school dances

for a living...I guess thats how everyone starts out...I remember when I was very young, I met the "Stray

Cats" after one of their gigs at The University Of Southern California ( U.S.C.). Its amazing who you meet

and where...One day I was practicing piano at the Guitar Center in Hollywood and a strange thing

happened...When I began "tickling the ivories", a thundrous roar of sound could be heard from throughout

the room as many people were 'banging' on their respective keyboards...Suddenly, there was silence

from everyone else...All that could be heard in the room was the sound of two instruments answering

each other as if communicating across the room...My back was turned to the mysterious musician who

played and then allowed me to respond,...then I would hit a couple of chords followed by a scale

progression and wait for his return of musical mastery. Some of the tones he created were so beautiful...

It was difficult to imagine that a human being was...well, you know...it was remarkable! The crowd of

people that swarmed around him applauded both of us, so my improvisation must have been satisfying as

well... I didn't want our 'session' to end...not ever...Momentarily, I feared if I turned around to see the

person who echoed my Creativity, I would awaken from the fantasy and somehow all joy would cease...I

had to turn around...When I did, I discovered that the 'most-excellent' artist I had the extreme pleasure of

playing with was none other than Stevie Wonder! He had a good time too...We exchanged a few "Yeah"

shouts from across the room,...we laughed a bit and went on with the day...one special day I will never

forget! Jammin' with Stevie was really cool but luckily, God has blessed me with many special,

unforgetable days! A good life is filled with many memorable occasions...Your first 'home-run'...the birth of

your child, your first love...We have so many things to be thankful for! This is why I write songs...It gives
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me the opportunity to celebrate life...It gives me a chance to share my thankfulness with you! I don't

believe that you are less talented than I am... You merely direct your energy to other things...Your skills

may have led you to being an doctor or teacher or sanitation worker or...Do you get the message? We

need all kinds of people in this world...We are all equal! We all serve the world in different ways. We are

all important! This CD, MONSTER, is devoted to the internal facets of our characters that go unnoticed

until we experience stress or an 'altered state' of awareness such as a "Nightmare". The song "Dancin'

With No Music" reflects on the wonderful feeling of being in love...The euphoria that you feel when you're

with the one you admire makes you move to music that is not even there...Its all in your mind, but you

don't care...If this is crazy...you want to be committed! "If You See My Girl" is about the "MONSTER" we

become when we lose that special someone...You know how it feels... You want to find them and tell

them that you love them just one more time...You hope maybe that will change things... however,

something inside you lets you know that 'the ship has sailed' and you'll never see them again. Boo-Hoo!!!

I wrote "Bling, Bling" to capture a description of the "MONSTER" that consumes us when we are

obsessed with money! The attraction of cash at some times can be greater than that of any of our other

wants or needs. Nothing else matters when we are slaves to "Bling, Bling!"! The song "MONSTER"

depicts how the pressures of the workplace can put us in an uncontrollably, foul mood and can lead to us

to violence if we allow it to consume us... Don't let your boss upset you! If there is any message regarding

employment that I could (and should) pass on to you, it would be...Don't get a boss! Work for yourself!

When you finally wake up, you are going to realize that "Working for him has kept you from living for

yourself!" You face the "MONSTER" everyday! He's a two-hundred pound pitbull and you're wearing flank

steak underwear!!!! "I Saw You At The Club" tells of the "MONSTER" that arises when you've discovered

that your true love has cheated on you...Come on, you can admit it...some of you out there know exactly

what I'm talking about! Most everyone despises the "MONSTER" that threatens racial equality. The tune,

"I Got Somethin'" touches on the subject of how we've existed or ceased to progress under the rule of the

United States' political system...I am not a radical...I do not believe in extremists' views that our

government should be overthrown...but we do need a tune-up! I was raised to believe that the Scales of

Justice tilted fairly for everyone regardless of race, color or creed, but this country contradicts my faith in

Fairness every day! I was taught that 'Success' saw no difference in an individual whether the person was

male or female yet men are favored over their opposite gender by unreasonable margins...The ideals of



'The American Dream' are still alive, however,...the protectors of this fantasy are dying. We can no longer

depend on politicians who aspire to obtain public office as a 'career'. As like any other job, the goal of a

'career' is to make money...You can't make money in the Senate if you are devoted to 'the

people...because 'the people' don't have any money!!! Big corporations have money! 'The People' pay

public officials with their votes, so politicians only have to please 'the people' at election time (Notice how

many roads are under construction several days prior to the next election. The improvements in the roads

convince voters to "Re-elect or Reject" the incumbent)...Meanwhile,...the rest of the time, or I should say

"most of the time", the 'crooks' we elected are busy satisfying their 'paying customers',the lobbyists from

'Big Business'! Please enjoy this album because I write the songs for you and without you there would be

no reason to sing!
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